In various extremal problems of function theory the critical points of linear combinations of Green's functions and harmonic measures are of significance.
In various extremal problems of function theory the critical points of linear combinations of Green's functions and harmonic measures are of significance. 1 The object of the present note is to indicate some of the more immediate results concerning the location of such critical points, for both simply and multiply connected regions.
The first configuration to be studied is a simple one. In the z-plane let C be the unit circle and let ai be an arc of C, whose initial and terminal points are a\ and bi respectively, the positive direction chosen as counterclockwise. Let co(s, cei, R) denote generically the harmonic measure of cei in the point z of R with respect to the region R; that is to say, o) is the function which is harmonic and bounded in R, continuous in the corresponding closed region except in the end points of «i, equal to unity in the interior points of ai and to zero in the interior points of the boundary arcs complementary to «i. The reader will verify the equation (1) cofe, «i, I z I < 1) = -[arg (z -h) -arg (z -<h) --«ij.
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If f is a point interior to C: |f | <1, Green's function for R: \z\ <1 with pole in the point £* can be written (2) g(z, f, R) = log | 1 -fz\ -log | z -f |.
An arbitrary linear combination of g and oe with real constant coefficients is U(z) =Xg+juw, which is the real part of the analytic function 1 -fz fx T iai~\ f(z) = X log + -log (* -h) -log (* -ai) -. z -ç tw L 2. J The critical points of U(z) are precisely the critical points of ƒ(z), namely the zeros of
We study the zeros oîf'(z) by setting up a field of force suggested by the individual terms in the second member of (3); it is more convenient to replace each term by its conjugate. If particles are chosen to repel with a force equal to the mass divided by the distance, the force at z due to a positive unit particle at bi is l/(£ -5i) ; the force at z due to particles at a\ and b\ of respective masses -JX/W and +/JL/W is the conjugate of the last term of (3). We introduce also skew particles, of such a nature that a skew particle at z 0 exerts a force at z equal to the mass divided by the distance, in the direction arg (z -Zo) +?r/2 for positive mass and in the reverse direction for negative mass. 2 The force at z due to skew particles of respective masses X and -X at the points f and 1/? is the conjugate of the sum of the first two terms of (3) ; the critical points of U(z) are then precisely the positions of equilibrium in the field of force due to the set of four particles.
The function U(z) is invariant under conformai transformation of the interior of C into itself; we study for convenience the origin 0 as a possible critical point. The force at 0 due to the particles at bi and a\ is fi/w times the sum of the vectors b\0 and Oai, which equals fx/ir times the vector biai. The force at 0 due to the skew particles at f and 1/f is in magnitude X times the difference (1/f) -f, and if X>0 is exerted in the direction -arg f+7r/2. The point 0 can be a position of equilibrium only if these two forces act in opposite directions, so if Xju <0, the point £* lies between 0 and ai on the radius bisecting the arc a\\ if Xju>0, the point 0 can be a position of equilibrium only if £" lies on this same diameter but is separated by 0 from OL\. An easy topological discussion, or a further study of the field of force, shows that U(z) has at most a unique critical point interior to C. We express this entire result no longer requiring the position of equilibrium to lie at the center of C; moreover the result applies to an arbitrary Jordan region R, with non-euclidean geometry defined in R by mapping R onto the interior of the unit circle : In Theorem 2 the arcs ah may overlap and may have end points in common.
In the proof of Theorem 2, let R be the interior of the unit circle, let L be the vertical diameter, let the points f* (& = 1, 2, • • • , m') not on L and the arcs ah (k = 1, 2, • • • , n') except perhaps end points lie to the right of L ; the remaining f * not on L and the remaining arcs ah except perhaps end points lie to the left of L. We consider the point z = 0 as a possible position of equilibrium in the field of force corresponding to that used in proving Theorem 1, where we now combine the fields for all m Green's functions and for all n harmonic measures involved ; the positions of equilibrium in R are precisely the critical points of U(z) in R. The force at 0 due to each pair of particles at end points of an arc ah (k = l, 2, • • • , m f ) has a nonvanishing component directed vertically downward, as has the force at 0 due to each pair of'particles at end points of an arc ah (k=*n' + l 9 n'+2, • • • , n). Likewise the force at 0 due to each pair of skew particles at points f* and 1/fh not on L has a nonvanishing component directed vertically downward, whether k ^m f or k >m'; for pairs of skew particles on L, 
is not a critical point of U(z).
In the case under Corollary 1 with jui =ju 2 = • • • = jtrn = 1 and the a& disjoint, a non-euclidean convex region III can be defined in R+C containing the arcs ah (loci U(z) = 1) and also the loci U(z) = 1 interior to R; one of the latter loci must clearly separate each f & from C. It is then known 3 that III contains all critical points of U(z) in R; but the minimal III always contains the minimal region II, and may be larger than II, so Corollary 1 is sharper in this particular situation than the previous result.
Likewise in the more general situation of Theorem 2 itself, with |Mx| = | /x-21 = • • • = |M*I| == 1 and the ah disjoint, a result similar to Theorem 2 is known (loc. cit.) involving the arcs ah (loci U{z) = ±1) and the loci U(z) = ± 1 interior to R ; one of the latter separates each fk from C Theorem 2 is again sharper in this particular situation than the previous result.
In certain cases, Theorem 2 itself can be somewhat improved: Corollary 2 is intended to be suggestive rather than exhaustive of the method. The proof, which is left to the reader, follows closely the proof of Theorem 2.
A new interpretation of Corollary 2 is found by denoting by /Si the arc of Ccomplementary to «i, and by setting co(s, au 2?) = 1 -oe(z, ]8i, R). The critical points of U(z) are the same as those of the function
to which the application of Theorem 2 yields Corollary 2. In comparison with all previous existing theorems, Theorem 2 is especially novel in that it applies to harmonic functions which assume in addition to zero more than two distinct values on prescribed point sets.
If a nonconstant harmonic function U(z) is the uniform limit of a sequence of harmonic functions U p {z), the critical points of U{z) are precisely the limits of the critical points of the U p {z). It is thus clear that Theorem 2 applies under suitable conditions when the two sums in (4) are replaced by the limits of similar sums.
If f or each f unction of a uniformly convergent sequence U p (z) the set Ri of Theorem 2 contains all the points f& and all the arcs ah corresponding to positive coefficients X& and /*&, and if the set R^ contains all the points £"& and all the arcs corresponding to negative coefficients X* and /*&, then the region II if independent of p contains no critical point of the limit {assumed nonconstant) of the sequence.
We proceed to apply this remark, by proving the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3. Let R be a Jordan region bounded by a curve C, let the function Ui(z) be bounded and continuous on C except perhaps f or a finite number of discontinuities, and let U(z) be harmonic and bounded in R, and continuous and equal to Ui(z) at every point of continuity of Ui(z) on C. Let all points of C at which Ui(z) is positive be contained in an arc a of C, and all points of C at which Ui(z) is negative be contained in an arc (3 of C disjoint from a. Then all critical points of U(z) {assumed not identically zero) in R lie in the sets oe{z, a, R)}£l/2 t w(z,p,R)*l/2.
Corollary 3 is an immediate consequence of the representation
J o and of the corresponding expression for U(z) as the limit of a sum. If the arcs a and /3 are minimal, the locus II is bounded by the arcs «(*, a, R) = 1/2, w(s, ]8, R) = 1/2.
An easy immediate proof of Corollary 3 can be given by the usual form of Poisson^ integral for the unit circle C; it is again convenient to choose the origin as the point studied, with the axis of imaginaries separating the intervals of C on which Ui{z) is positive from the intervals of C on which Ui{z) is negative; assume the latter intervals 
. Let R be a Jordan region bounded by a curve C, let the function Ui(z) be bounded, non-negative, and continuous on C except perhaps f or a finite number of discontinuities, and let U(z) be harmonic and bounded in R, continuous and equal to Ui(z) at every point of continuity of U\(z) on C. Then any non-euclidean convex region of R-\-C which contains all points of C at which U\(z) is positive contains also all critical points of U(z) in R. Thus if U\(z) vanishes on an arc /3 of C, the region oe(z, 13, R)>l/2 contains no critical points of U(z).
Just as the second sum of (4) can be replaced by the integral in (5), namely the limit of such a sum, so the first sum in (4) may be replaced by the sum of any number of functions of a certain class K, namely the class of functions each the uniform limit in a suitable subregion of R of sums of the type Yi™~i^kg(z, £*&, R). To the class K belong: (a) Green's functions g(z, £"&, R) ; (b) any function U(z) harmonic in a closed multiply connected subregion Ri of R bounded by C and by a set of disjoint analytic Jordan curves T interior to i£, 4 equal to zero on C and to unity on I\ Thus if v denotes the exterior normal for R\, we have 1 r / dU dg\ 1 Ç / dU dg\ 2TJT\ dv dv/ 2wJ c\ dp dv/ which in the present case reduces to
obviously of class K. More generally, there belongs to class K any function which can be expressed
where the function V(i) is integrable on I\ Theorem 2 thus extends to apply to any sum of a function of class K and a function of type (5).
In this extension of Theorem 2, proper attention must of course be given to the signs of the functions Uiiz) in (5) and V(t) in (6), and the question of the latter seems not to be easy. We note explicitly that not every function U(z) harmonic and positive in Ri, assuming continuous values zero on C and positive on I\ admits a representation (6) where V(t) is non-negative on I\ We establish this result by display of a counter example. Let R2 be the annular region bounded by the circles C: \z\ = 1 and C2: \z\ = r 2 <l, which are mutually inverse in the circle C\i \z\ =r. Let Green's function for R 2 be g(z, f, R 2 ); we consider the function Un{z) =g (z, r, R2)+g(z, -r, R 2 ), which has (as study of the level curves indicates) precisely two critical points z\ and 02 interior to R2 ; this set of two points is symmetric in C\ and in the axis of reals, and we set Zi = ir, Z2= -ir. A suitably chosen circle y orthogonal to C, having its center on the axis of imaginaries, contains in its interior Z\ but no point of C2. Let T denote the sum of C2 and the two level curves I\: [/ 2 (s) =N (>0), where N is chosen so large that Ti is exterior to 7. The function V p (z) harmonic and continuous in the region Ri bounded by C and T, equal to zero on C, to N on Ti, to 1/p on C2, approaches uniformly in i?i as p becomes infinite the limit U 2 (z). Moreover V p (z) is positive in Ri and also on T. The critical points of U2(z) in JRi are the limits of those of V p {z) in R%. If we assume V p (z) to admit a representation of form
where W p (t) is non-negative on T, it follows that 7, containing no point of T, contains no critical point of V p (z) and contains no critical point of U2(z), contrary to construction. 
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The function V(z) -V\(z) is harmonic, when suitably denned in the points p n a, at every point of i?, and is continuous and equal to zero on the axis of reals (07^0). From the equation V(pz) -Vi(pz) =s V(z) -Vi(z) it follows that this difference is bounded in the neighborhoods of the origin and of the point at infinity in R, hence vanishes identically in R, and equation (7) is established. The essence of Theorem 3 can be summarized in the statement that V(z) is of class K, in the region Ri consisting of R with the points p n a deleted. Theorem 3 is to be used in proving the following theorem. Theorem 4 is proved by mapping the universal covering surface of R onto the interior R' of the unit circle T in the w-plane. The curves G and G each counted infinitely often map into complementary arcs Ti and T 2 of T. Each function \kg{z, f &, R) vanishes on G and G, and is transformed into X& times a function of precisely the type considered in Theorem 3 ; each function of this type is in a suitable subregion of R f the limit of a sum of functions of the type which appears as the first term of the second member of (4), with positive coefficients. The function U(z) -XïLi^fc&O 2 » Tf c> R) * s transformed into a function bounded and harmonic except for removable singularities in R', which may have infinitely many discontinuities on T, but which can be represented as the limit of a sum of the type that appears as the last term of (4), with positive coefficients. Each locus oe(w, Tfc, R') =M is the image of the locus oe(z, Ck, R) =M under the conformai map. Theorem 4 is a consequence of our generalization of Theorem 2.
Theorem 4 is the analog of Corollary 1 rather than of Theorem 2.
